
WWW.CYKLOPTEKNIK.SE FOR FULLY AUTOMATIC IN-LINE STRETCH WRAPPING 
GL 1000 

The GL 1000 is an automatic pallet stretchwrapper with powered conveyor. GL 1000 is able to fulfill the highest 
demands regarding capacity, adaptability from customer to customer and is easy to serve and economical. GL 1000 will 
become the perfect fully automatic, technical advanced wrapping station in your packaging line. 

The GL 1000 is equipped with Cyklop´s patented                                   with adjustable prestretch system in eight  
steps up to 400%. With a programmable operating system the turn-and-lift speed, the amount of film, the wrap tension 
etc. can be adjusted so that it is applicable to a large variety of loads to meet your precise requirements. The complete 
cutting unit is designed with performance and durability in mind.

The GL 1000 is delivered programmed according to your needs. Equipment such as conveyors or turntable can be 
operated from one and the same graphic touch display. 

Stretch Wrapper GL 1000

Easy to operate

 Controls are easy to find and  
understand.

 Fast and simple film roll change.

 Automatic load height sensor. 

 Mechanics – easy to serve.

Saves money

 Pre-stretch ratio is adjustable 
up to 400%. Patent approved 
system,        

 The chosen prestretch ratio stays 
constant, which guarantees 
consistent low film consumption, 
load after load.

 Film carriage speed is individually 
adjustable to minimize film overlap.

 Motorized prestretch device 
minimizes film consumption and 
protects delicate goods.

Consistent packaging result

 Flexible setting possibilities 
enable optimum packaging for a 
variety of goods.

 The film tension is automatically 
controlled which gives an even 
cover around the goods.

 Several standard programs are 
available, e g with top sheet for 
protection against water. 

 3 programs are factory preset.

 The memory can contain 9 
programs, which all can be 
programmed with individual 
parameters and each program can 
be named.
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NEWS! Touch display with advanced functions.

The graphic interface is developed for simple change 
of the program parameters as well as for easy access  
of  information. The graphic overview of sensor status 
is one of the new features which are helpful in case 
of troubleshooting. 

Key features:

 Easy change of  all program 
pattern and settings.

 All functions of the GL 1000 can 
be manually operated such as film 
patterns and film tensions.

The display will show the 
following information:

 Film consumption for the last-
pallet.

 Total number of wrapped pallets 
after latest reset.

 Film cost per pallet.
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STRETCH WRAPPER GL 1000
Specification and dimensions, standard machine

Machine Capacity 50 – 70 pallets/hour

Electrical data Supply
Loading
Protection

3 x 400 V+N+PE, 50 Hz, 
16 A
IP54

Pneumatic 
supply

Compressed air (no lube) 
Air flow rate

6 bar, air flow rate 100l/min 
12 NL /cycle

Stretch Film Core diameter
Outer diameter, max
Film width, max
Film thickness

76 mm
250 mm
500 mm
9-35 my

Operating temperature: 5°C (40°F) to 35°C (95°F) for use in a dry, tempered area.

C-mark (EN 60204)

Cyklop’s patented 

with  adjustable pre-
stretch system in eight 
steps up to 400%  

Color touch panel with 
graphic overview of sen-
sor status for easy trouble-
shooting

A valve has been  added  on 
the turntable for an easy  
access to open the film clamp 
which makes the reloading of 
stretch film easier

Measurements

STRETCH WRAPPER GL 1000
Options 

Most options and accessories can be ordered for after market fitting.  As a result of our 
strive to improve our products, the information and specifications are subject to change 
without prior notice.

 Solutions for big loads:
- Turntable diameter: 2300 mm
- Extended cutting unit
- Conveyor height: 430 mm
- Extended chassis
- Rolldiameter: 80 mm
- Pitch: 160 mm

 Custom colour
 Extended chassis = Mast and cabinet 

moved back, needs option ext. cutting 
unit

 Format control = detects and positions     
the pallet in center of the turntable

 Halfpallet (600 x 800 mm)

 Cabinet excluded

 Separate cabinet

 Lightbeam 1 - 3 pc (including hardware 
in cabinet)

 Cabinet prepared with relays for 
lightbeams 

 Top plate, frequency controlled, 
rectangular. 600 x 1000 mm

 Top plate, frequency controlled, round. 
Ø 700 mm

 Alarm “Film almost at an end“

 Hot dip galvanized bottom chassis

 Custom mast height

 2-3-stringed chain conveyor

Accessories

Fully automatic top sheet  
dispensers: PLR, CTFP and TF 
 
The Cyklop top sheet dispen-
sers are usually included in 
a fully automatic line next 
to a stretchwrapper when  
palletised goods need protec-
tion from dust or dampness on 
top. The machine are easy to fit 
and made of aluminium.

If water protection also is 
needed, the production line can 
be fitted with equipment which, 
will meet this requirement. 

Load handling, standard machine

Dim (mm)                  A                      B                      C                      D               Weight

Pallet, example 1     1400                1200                1800           500-2500       100-1500 kg

Pallet, example 2     1600                 800                 1800           500-2500       100-1500 kg

NOTE! The pallet diagonal (C) must not exceed 1800 mm for standard machine.  B: max pallet 
width 1250 mm.  The stretch wrapper can be designed for smaller/larger and lighter/heavier loads.

Dim (mm) A B C D E F

Standard 1150 3430 375 1350 Ø 1800 2909

Crated dimensions standard machine: L3400  x H2300 x W1800 mm. Weight 1500 kg.

 Infill conveyor for big loads

 Infill conveyor for standard table

 Powered outer rollers

 Transport height 575 - 875mm

 Welding unit

 90º degree in or out transport  

 String roller

 Pneumatic string roller = 2 positions 
(upper - lower)

 Pallet guiding discs = 4 pcs,
Rolldiameter: Ø 80 mm

 Air conditioned electrical cabinet

 Control of  one to five conveyors

 Control of six conveyors or more 
(requires a separate cabinet)

 Frequency control of conveyor/s

 Separate start box = start, program 
and emergency stop

 Passive antistatic

 Active antistatic

 Modem for external communication 
(hardware only), for stationary or 
mobile phone connection

 Network communication with 
PROFIBUS-DP (hardware only)


